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BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LIMITED
(CORPORATE OFFICE)

Bbarat Sanchar Bhavan, Janpath,
New Delhi-IIO 001.

Employee Transfer Policy - Judgement of Hon'ble High Court of Andhra
Pradesh.

Please find attached a copy of a judgement of the Hon'ble High Court of Andhra
Pradesh in Writ Appeals No.792, 795 and 796 of 2008, upholding the provisions of BSNL's
Employee Transfer Policy, for reference and record.
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IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUDICATURE, ANbHRAPRADESH

AT HYDERABAD '

WEDNESDAY, THE FOURTH DAY OF NOVEMBER
TWO THOUSAND AND NINE

PRESENT
THE HON'BLE SRI JUSTICE D.S.R.VARMA

.' . and
. THE HON'BLE SRI JUSTICE G.V.SEETHAPATHY

WRIT APPEAL NO : 792, 795 and 796 of 2008

WRIT APPEAL NO : 792 of 2008 :
(Writ Appeal under Clause 15 of .the Letters Patent against the Order

dated 15/07/2008 in WP NO : 13014 OF 2008 on the file of the High

Court.)

Between:
1. Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited,rep,by its Deputy Director General

(Restructuring), Bharat Sanchar Bhavan, Harishchandra Mathur
Lane, Janapath,New Delhi-110001

2. Chief General Manager, AP Telecom, Door Sanchar Bhavan,
Opp: Annapurna Hotel, Abids, Hyderabad-I

3. Principal General Manager, Hyderabad Telecom District, Telecom
Bhavan, Adarshnagar,Hyderabad

4. The General Manager, Mobile Services, C..T.O. Compound
Secunderabad

5. The General Manager, Telecom District Visakhapatnam
. •••••APPEI,.LANTS

AND

1. N.Rajaiah S/o.Late N.Satyanarayana O/o.SDOP ,BSNL,
Amberpet, Hyderabad

2. M.S.V.Charpathi Rao S/o.Late M.Ranga Rao O/o.SDOP,BSNL,
Vanasathalipuram Hyderabad

3. Md.Abdul RahamanS/o.Late Raj Mohammed O/o.SDEEIOB-
II,BSNL, Golconda Hyderabad

4. ADurga Rao S/o.Late ASreerama Murthy O/o.SDOP,BSNL
Golconda Hyderabad

5. K.Sivaji Rao S/o.Nagabhushanam O/o.GM,Cellone BSNL
Secunderabad

6. Ramachandrudu S/o.Balaiah O/o.SDOP,BSNL(E) Saifabad
Secunderabad

7. M.Muzeer S/o.M.ASattar O/o.SDOP, BSNL West Secunderabad
8. P.Prakash Ananda Kumar S/o.P.Samuel O/o.DELL, Telephone

Bhavan Hyderabad
9. Namana Venkata Brahma Rao S/o.Late Kanaka Rao

O/o.SDE, (OCB),SM Visakhapatnam .
10.Keerti Appa Rao S/o.'late Nooka Raju O/o.SDE,Outdoor,K.P.

Visakhapatnam . .
11.Kundradu Satyanarayana S/o.Chinnamu Naidu

O/o.SDE, Balacheruvu Visakhapatnam
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(Writ Appeal under Clause 15 of the Letters Patent against the Order

dated 15/07/2008 in WP NO : 15065 OF 2008 on the file .of the High

Court.)
Between:

1. Bharat Sanchar Nigam Umited,rep.by Its Deputy Director General
(Restructuring), Bharat Sanchar Bhavan, Harishchandra Mathur
Lane, Janapath,New Delhi-110001

2. Chi~f General Manager, AP Telecom, Door Sanchar Bhavan,
Opp: Annapurna Hotel, Abids, Hyderabad-I

3. Principal General Manager, Hyderabad Telecom District, Telecom
Bhavan, Adarshnagar, Hyderabad

4. The General Manager, Mobile Services, C..T.O. Compound
Secunderabad

5. The General Manager, Telecom District, Ongole.
6. The General Manager, Telecom District Visakhapatnam

•••••APPELLANTS

1. Smt. P.Jyothi W/o I. Venk~teswara Rao Oce SDE (MIS). 0/0
CGMT. BSNL., Nampally, hyderabad,

2. Smt. K. Lalitha W/o B. Chaitanya 0/0 OCB Switch Room,
Telephone Exchange, Kavadiguda, Hydeabad.

3. Smt. S. Govardhana W/o Ch. Srinviasa Rao 0/0 DEP (In TC)
KVG, Telephone Exchange, Kavadiguda, Hyderabad.

4. K. Rajender Rao S/o K. Padma Rao 0/0 Planning Section,
Cellone, Secunderabad.

5. P.V. Srinivasulu Sio P. Pursushotham 0/0 CGMT., A.P.
Hyderabad.

6. P. Sarat Babu Slo P. Ranganadha Charyulu Vanasthalipuram,
Hyderabad.

7. S.V.S.N. Murthy S/o Late S, Surya Prakash Rao 0/0 TD BSNL,
2nd Lane, Dwarakanagar, Visakhapatnam.

8. B.N. Satyanarayana S/o Mallayya 0/0 RLU, Saifabad, Hyderabad.
9. C.V. Ramakrishna Rao S/o Nagabhushana Rao 0/0 GM Telecom,

BSNL, Ongole.
10.A.M. K. Dikshitulu S/o Late A.K. Jaganatha Charyulu,

SDE.. CTO. Velampeta, Visakhapatnam.

(Writ Appeal under Clause 15 of the Letters Patent against the Order

da~ed 15/07/2008 in WP NO : 11490 OF 2008 on the file of the High

Court.)

Between:

1. Bharat Sanchar Niga~ Limited,rep.by its Deputy Director General
(Restructuring), Bharat.Sanchar Bhavan, Harishchandra Mathur
Lane, Janapath,New Delhi-110001 .

2. Chief General Manager, AP Telecom, Door Sanchar Shavan, .
Opp: Annapurna Hotel, Abids, Hyderabad-I

3. Principal General Manager, Hyderabad Telecom District, Telecom
Bhavan, Adarshnagar,Hyderabad



'1. Y.Mohana Rao S/o.Y.Koteswara Rao 0/0. SDOP, BSNL,
Gowliguda, Hyderabad.

2. D.Sankar Das S/o.D.Balanarasimham 0/0. SDOP (East) BSNL,'
Khairtabad, Hyderabad. .

3. Ch.Bhagavanthaiah S/o.Ch.Chatraiah 0/0. SDOP Nacharam,
BSNL, Habsiguda, Hyderabad.

4. N.S.Krishna Murthy S/o.N.Gopala Rao 0/0. Commercial Officer,
Central ARea, BSNL, Telephone Bhavan, Saifabad, Hyderabad.

5. K.Sri Ramulu S/o.Raja Ram 0/0. AGM (Legal), Circle Office
BSNL, Nampally, Hyderabad.

6. S.Bhagya Lakshmi W/o.K.Govardhan Rao 010. DE (Internal),
BSNL, Telephone Exchange, Musheerabad, Hyderabad.

7.' K.V.Subba Reddy S/o.K.Laxma Reddy
8.. C.Jagannatha Rao S/o.C.Srinivasa Rao
9. P.Nprsing Rao S/o.P.Somaiah 0/0. SDOP, BSNL, Bowenpally,

Secunderabad.
10.0.Jayaraju Sio.O.Venkataiah 0/0. Commercial Officer, Telephone

Exchange Building, Jeedimetla. '
11.A.Satyanarayana S/o.Late A.V.Rama Rao 0/0. SOOP

Kushaiguda, BSNL, ECIL, Hyderabad.
12.K.Adarsh Kumar S/o.K.Haridarshan 0/0. SDOP Banjara Hills,

BSNL, Hyderabad.
13.Mari Susai S/o.Anthony 0/0. SOOP Banjara Hills"BSNL,

Hyderabad.
14.K.Sobha D/o.K.Papaiah 0/0 SOE (LC) Telephone Bhavan,

BSNL, Saifabad, Hyderabad.
15. I.Mallikarjuna S/o.Sitaramayya 0/0. SDE (DCB), Musheerabad,

Hyderabad.
16.K.Yashwanth Kumar S/o.K.Purnacbandra Rao 0/0. Area

Manager. Trimulgherry BSNL, Secunderabad.
17.A.Krishna Hari S/o.A.Chinna Lingaiah 0/0. SDOP, Bowenpally,

BSNL, Secunderabad.
18.N.Sri Krishna S/o,N.Sudarshanam 0/0 DE (LC) Telephone

Bhavan, Saifabad, Hyderabad.
19. K.M.M. Krishna Raju S/o.K.P. Pitchi Raju 0/0. SDE (INTL),

Saifabad, Hyderabad.
20. D.J.O. Vara Kumar S/o.Late D.James 0/0. SO (INTL), Telephone

Exchange, Tarnaka, Hyderabad. .
21. B.Kousalya Devi W/o.N.L.Narasimham 010. SDE (Internal)

Telephone Exchange, Kushaiguda, Hyderabad.
22. B.Sai Bhagavan S/o.B.venkateswara Rao 0/0. SDE (MLLN)

Telephone Bhavan, Saifabad, Hyderabad.
23. B.Chandra Sekhar Reddy S/o.B.Subba Reddy 0/0. SOOP,

Malakpet BSNL, Hyderabad. ' .
24. S.Surender Reddy S/o.Rosy Reddy 0/0. SDOP, Kavadiguda.

BSNL, Secunderabad.
25. Syed Liaquat Ali Haquavi S/o.Late S.S. Farooq Ali

0/0. AGM (OP) Main BSNL Bhavan, Adarshnagar, Hyderabad.,
26. K.Venkateswarlu S/o.Late Raja Naidu 0/0 SOE (Bty/PP)

Telephone Exchange, Secunderabad.
27. RLakshmi Prasad S/o.B.Koteswara Rao 0/0. SDE (Rural Install),

Tolichowki, Hyderabad.
28. Vim~1Prasad S/o.Late Shiv Narayana 0/0. SOOP (South),

Saifabad, Hyderabad.
29. G.Sumathi D/o.Late G.Venkatappaiah 0/0. SDE (MOF)

Telephone Exchange, Saifabad, Hyderabad
30. G.Ohana Lakshmi W/o.M.Suryanarayana 0/0. SOE (RLUS),

Vivekanandanagar, Hyderabad.
31.K.Narayana Rao S/o.K.Krishna Rao 0/0. SDE (Inti) OCB, Jubilee

, Hills, Hyderabad.



32. V.Seethpathi Rao S/o.Sree Ram Murthy JTO, BSNl DWP, 0/0.
SDOP Dwarakapuri, Punjagutta, Hyderabad.

33. Ch.Usha Sree W/o.T.Tyagaraju O/o.SDE (leased CCTS),
Telephone Shavan, Saifabad, Hyderabad.

31,. K· \Ii~'1~\"Cl,,(C'\ -R(\O s{o '(... (;'l ••~~ "\\). ~~.:.RESPONDENTS

Counsel for the Appellants IN ALL: SRJ.D.PRAKASH REDDY
SR.COUNSEL FOR SRI B.DEVANAND, STANDING COUNSEL FOR
BSNL '
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THE HON'BLE SRI JUSTICE D.S.R.VARMA
AND

THE HON'BLE SRI JUSTICE G.V.SEETHAPATHY

Couns'eI~ ~epre.senting Sri B.Devanand, learned Standing

Counsel for Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (appellants-

re'spondents) and Sri G.Vidya Sagar, learned Counsel for
~.~

2. All the three' appeals do arise out of the common

mandamus holding that Clauses II(d) and 12(i) of the

':-"ransfer Policy issued in proceedings ~o.6-1 /2007-

Restg., dated 07-5-2008, by appellant No.1 and the

consequential transfer orders, insofar' as counting

,Switching Area ,(SSA) tenure transfers while retaining
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·.,~:~~~it.'/:....-
.,., .

Secondary Switching Area (S$A) unit. tenure as bad,

illegaland arbitrary.

the appellants-Bharat SancharNigam Limited (BSNL)

mainly on the .ground that clubbing of the tenure of

Category 'B' for the purpose of effecting transfers is

arbitrary and such clubbing of the tenure in both the

Categories has no nexus with the purpose sought to be

5. The appellants herein, v.'hoare the respondents

in·the writ petitio.ns,.on the other hand, contend that the

Transfer Policy was avowed with the followingpurpose

and objectives as narrated in the Policydocument, dated

6. It is useful to extract the stated purpose and

objectivesof the Transfer Policy,which are hereunder:
.

"BSNL'sEmployee Transfer Policy

1. Purpose:

Transfers are in general necessitated due to
requirements of filling up of posts, meeting staff
requirements at tenure/hard te?ure~unpo'pul~r/
difficult station, matching employees skills With Job
requirement, gainful :deploymeI1:to~ surplus starr,
sharing of shortages, even distnbution of staff over
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recruiting zones, movement of staff from sensitive
posts, other administrative requirements or meeting
personal or tenure related requests etc.

(a) In the changing business environment,
role/profile of employees needs to be augmented
continuously. Functional manager~need to be·given ..
on-the-job training and exposure in different types of
work. situations to develop them to be Business
Managers. Similarly, non-executive employees need to
be .retaineq. and redeployed in new jobs/locations to
meet the' technology/market related changes in
business of the company.

(b) Transfersfjob rotation is required to achieve
the followingobjectives:

To achieve BSNL's corporate goals through
well developed personnel with an all around
personality .
To have a mix of personnel positioned at
different locations/jobs who have gained
varied experience systematically.
To maintain/upkeep the ongoing functional
activities/tasks such as, telephone
exchanges, customer service centers etc at
all times.
To distribute the available manpowe'r evenly
in the SSA/Circ1e/service area of Company
as per workload, keeping in view the zone of
transferability as applicable to specific
level/ cadre.
To provide opportunities to work in different
disciplines,
To enhance productivity and obviate
monotony.
To ensure rotational redeployment of the
personneUrom sensitive posts.
To ensure continuity of management and
systematic succ;essionplanning for key posts
in middle and seniormanageinent level.
To fulfil the needs of employees nearing
retirement for possible placement' close to
their home town or a location of their choice.
To meet the staff requirement of tenure/hard
tenure/ diffi~ult/unpopular stations.

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

3. Management's Right:

The management has the right to move or not to
.move employee(s) from one postfjob to another, to
different locations, to different shifts, temporarily or
permanently, as per business requirements and
special needs.
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Transfer can be affected due to anyone of the
followingcriterion:

(a) To prove replacement for a specific
post/ cadre with a specialized or desired qualification
and/or suitable experience, as per company need.

(b)Tomeet the business requirement of BSNL.
. ,(c).To bridge. manpower deficit or to provide

reinforcement in viewof business requirement.
(d)Placement under compassionate ground.

. . ~e)To adhere to government regulation/ruling/ .
guldelUlys as appl~e (as amended' from nffie td••··~····~·..
time). . .

Transfer shall not be purely based on tenure
decided by the transfer policy. Transfers shall also be
based on competencies and skills required to execute
the work or to provide an' 'opportunity to employees to
develop competencies as per job rotation requirement.
Transfers shall be based on:' '.

(a) Vacancies created due 0' fo promotions,
creation ofposts and retirement.

(b) Job rotation requirement in synchronization
with period specified for post, station/ and circle
tenure.

(c) Past experience in various functions and
nature ofjobs handled.

(d)Surplus and/ or shortages at any location."

are working at their present stations since a long time,

worki~g .. as
."r"

subsequently they were promoted to Category cB', a

couple years of back. The Management, in view of the'

fact that the writ petitioners have been continuing in the

.same stations over a very long period and in s?me cases

more than 30 years, by invoking relevant clauses of the

Transfer Policy, has sought to effect transfers of the writ
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petitions, no Transfer Policy as such was issued against

the Transfer Policy itself on the grpund that clubbing of

, 'B' woul,d.put ~hem in a disadvantageous position vis-a-

vis Category 'B' employees. Though the petitioners have

put in less service than Category 'B' Direct Recruitees in

the other category, they are befog transferred from their

deployment of surplus staff, sharing of shortages, even

distribution of staff over recruiting zones, movement of

requirements and also meeting personal or tenure related

req~ests.
" .

, .
petitioners have no right to question the Tr~sfer Policy,

which is intended to serve various .objectives as
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..' "·objectivesamong other' things inql¥!~d t~gi~tribute the

available manpower evenly in the SSAI.Circle/ service

area' of Company as per workload, keeping in view the

zone of transferability as applicable to specific

level/caq.re, to ,Proyideopportunities to work in different

discipline~, to enhance productivity and obviate

monotony and to ensure rotational redeployment of the

He would therefore contend that the Organisation has got

every right to effect transfer of the employees in order to

joined in service as Category 'C' employees long ago and

they continued as such in their present positions and

subsequently they were promoted as Category 'B'

employees and they have put in·.8. couple of years of

service as Category'B' employees also in the same

stations. It is not disputed that insofar as Category 'B' is

.concerned, the said posts are filled up not only by

promoting the eligible'employees from Category 'C', but

they. are also filled by direct recruitment. As rightly

.' contende.cl by the learned .;.Senior Counsel for the
, ~.... , /.

appellants insofar as the direct recruits are concerned,
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lower category or tagging of their service in any lower

category to their present tenure in Category 'B' posts.

fo. Thus, insofar as the writ petitioners are
... .

concerned, when. their service tenure in both Category 'C'

prescribed minimum. tenure as per the Transfer Policy,

Category 'B' have completed their minimum tenure of

as even before they completed their minimum period of

The said contention· has no legs to stand In view of
. r-

~------'l
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Pqlicy, which are as follows:...•..." ,..... _. .

all. ADDITIONAL' GUIDELINES SPECIFIC TO
TRANSFER OF EXECUTIVE EMPLOYEES WITH ALL
INDIA TRANSFER LIABILITY:

'(b) Minimum period of three years at a location
shall be maintained as far as possible in order to avoid
h~rdship to the employees.

•• """ ~-'" ..~: ~ ...r' •." ,.~. .' .

(c) Tenure at a particular location shall include
consecutive postings in different field units in the
same location.

(d) For counting Station/ SSA tenure, the period
of service rendered in the previous cadre(s)/grade(s)
would be counted. For Inter circle transfer, stay will
be counted from the date of regular
promotion/recruitment into the grade of JTO/JAO and
others equivalent to the first level of Executive
Hierarchy. Inter circle tenure based transfer in
respect of Executives will continue to be restricted for
SDE/Other equivalent levels and above. However, the
number of officers transferred out of Circle at.any time
would not generally exceed' 10% of the sanctioned
strength in the Circle for officers upto STS level.
Transfers/Posting history of DOTemployment shall be
taken into account for the ex-DOTabsorbed employees
in BSNL. Service period of 2 years or more will only be
recognized while computing post/ station/ SSA/Circle
tenure. For Territorial Circle Executives, while
computing Station/SSA/Circle tenure, any stay in
non-territorial Circle within the territorial jurisdiction
of the Circle shall also be counted. Similarly, for non-
territorial Circle executives" stay of territorial circle
shall be counted while computing Station/SSA/Circle

'ltfhure. .,... ,. ..'

(f) ,' .

(g) ........•.....•.......................................•. : •........•

(h) .

(i) .

U) .•........................................ ' .

"(k) ; .
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possible in order to avoid hardship to the employees.

The writ petitic;mers have no grievance about the same.

Sub-clause (c) stipulates that tenure at a particular

Station/SSA tenure, the period of service rendered in the

previous cadre(s)/grade(s) would be counted. The above

writ petitioners-respondents herein that the transfer

should be relatable to the period of stay in a particular

post is untenable, because the transfer is effe~ted on

account of the stay of the employee in a particular place

for a long period. irrespective of the post or posts he was
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words, whatever post or posts the employee was holding

in a particular ,location, it is the extent· or-Iength of the

stay of the employee in that particular location which

completed the minimum period of three years of stay in

promoted from Category 'c' to Category 'B' and the direct

betu"ingto the pu.rpose a.t;Idthe objectives of the Transfer

Policy, is untenable. Firstly, the employees who were

promoted from Category 'c' to Category 'B' totally stand

on different footing (rom the direct recruits who were

recruited to the posts in Category 'B'. There was no

question of the· direct recruits to Category rB' posts

having any tenure of service in any lesser cadre because

they were direct recruits to Category 'B' post only. They

become liable for transfer after completion of minimum

period of three years in the said post pertaining to

Cat~gory 'B'. So far as the other employees like the writ
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,.,:,(·/:,'i.;~:~;
~':,.

petitioners who are promoted from Category "ie' to

Category 'H' are concerned, they joined the Organisation

couple' of.ye~s in the present station and their total

a particular station except on administrative grounds
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:: an~ .objectivesof the transfers, which are extracted abo~e
! ;' I, 1 ~. • '. , . • " H'" • ; ': • _..,'; '. ; , I. '

,.wO;Uldbe defeated; When the transfers are proposed to

be effec~edfor achieving the avowed objectives of the. ' , ,-. . .

Transfer Policy, the writ petitioners, have'.no right to
,

"questionitp.e s~e on the ground that their tt:ansfers are
. ;':,'

arbitrary. In fact, the~e is no element of arbitrariness

eitHer in the Transfer Policyor in the relevant. clauses,

which are under challenge because the interest of the

employees is also duly taken care of by providing that a

,minimum period of three years at a location shall be

.;.m~tained as far as possible in order to avoid hardship

to the employees. When the transfer is sought to be

also to proviqe opportunities to work in, different

dis,ciPlin~sand' also due. to requirements of filing up of

posts, meeting staff requirements at tenure/hard,

f'~ ''C 1 ; : ..•..I ~ , • .,

matcpmg employee's skills with' job requirement, it
\' _~.:! .1, .~ " ~, .::;! " ,.'. . "'.1 • 'I ~ ',.,':. ', •• '~,I' " '. if' '. l:. .:.....' -

cannot' be .contended 'that 'the Transfer 'Policy is vitiated
\ . ;,1

by any arbitrariness or unreasonableness.. . .

C!"f; ':15. It is well settled.tJ:1at.tr~~f~~J?f ~::employee is

r::: an: incidence ·:of,service, afl poin~~q.Q~~~y -the learned

siJ;lgl.eJudge himself and it is not the case of the writ

.--
~ .. '.
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petitioners that! they were arbitrarily picked out for

.; 'effee:tingtransfers.· It· is.,well: settled that when· the

~bjectives as stated in the policy'itself, ,the employees
. \ ~~. .~;"/ .

cannot question the same unless it is demonstrably .. . .

shown that there are mala fides or lack ofjurisdiction or

the· praenh·case and- it is not shown by the writ
': '.~ r1:.'O». .;.... ~ ..... ~:::'~tiz ••.••. · •.

petitioners that the proposed transfer in pursuance of the'"

guidelines contained in the Transfer Policy caused any
..•.j. • ,

. ! . ~t ~.-. :;. I.~ ." . I • ';l~"j :1;'

prejudice or hardship to anyone cf them, or that the
1": .' .,

.mala fides on the part of the Organ:sation. The tagging

··:6i· t~nure of service in Category'C' with the tenure of

\ '~s'ervicein Category;'B' cannot·therefore beAound fault

;; .~th,·it?-asmuch· as,' such clubbing;dsintended to serve

'th~ stated purpose and objectivesof the Transfer Policy.

The fact that the service of Category~B'employees is not

,.tagged on to any other service in the lesser ca.t,egorydoes
·'·:l~·:.•;t ..

"not simply arise because "CategoryJ.'B'·'employees are
., .• M •..•••

. ~'°'1,' : ..~~ " I' \" ,".. •.• _ . • ,

'.. directly re~ruited')to the posts in .the said category and
.. ·.1 '. .' .
..., therefore','"the question of·their serving iQ..'fIDY lesser

"~l' ,
:~~.

~.!

. .. 'i;:;){':::':;'~

,,"~I;ii

.', t
..... ;,:~..
.-' .::~'

i'~~
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",,;cannof· therefore 'seek' to-compare themselves .with the

'16. However,the Transfer Policyis totally within the

domain.of the appellant Organisation and un,less and
; I • ·~r .f";,' ;'". r~' . '. . , , .

'i _.. . ;

until the said Policyis demonstrated as wholly arbitrary

or irrational, this Court will not, in normal course,

'mterfere' \vith the' said Policy. .Interference with such

arbitrary, would only amount to substituting its own

..;'1'
-~ .

,! ,

this Court cannot iilterferewith the Transfer Policy.

by' :the learned· single Judge, in our conside~ed view,

, , cannot, in fact,' be treated as arbitrary or irrational. As a: '

matter Iof;fact, ,if the:policy,of the appellants is4~viated, if. '

,',woUld'lead to far reaching consequences, .viz.,when the

. '". :. "'particular tenure' at ': a particular place, ,the direct

.',,:".;:iireeriiits';'who 'have:'been serving at a particular place,

!I('may:have to:'be transf~rred'only aft~rcompl~ti8n of the

tr!~'setvlce:reridered:by:the··othercategor~es"of:e~l?~?yees,to

d· whi6hthe writ :'petitionersbelong.
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cannot be transferred or for that matter, they may have

19. Having regard to the nature of duties ·and
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set aside and the ~ppeals are allowed.

50/-5. VARALAKSHMI "
JOIN~

SECTION OFFICER
One Fair copy to the Honourable Sri Justice O.S.R.Varma

(for his Lordships Kind Perusal)
One Fair copy to the Honourable Sri Justice G.V.Seethapathy

(for "his lordships Kind Perusal)
To ,

1. Chairman & Managing Director, Sharat Sanchar Nigam Limited,

j Sharat Sanchar Nigam Limited, Mathur lane, Janpath, New Delhi-
110001

~ The Deputy Director General (Restructuring), Sharat Sanchar
.-- / Shavan, Harishchandra Mathur lane, Janapath,New Delhi- .

/ 110001
/ 3. Chief General Manager, AP Telecom, Door Sanchar Shavan,

/ Opp: Annapurna Hotel, Abids, Hyderabad-I
. 4. P~incipal General Manager, Hyderabad Telecom District, Telecom

Shavan, Adarshnagar,Hyderabad .
5. The General Manager, Mobile Services, CooT.O. Compound

Secunderabad
6. The General Manager, Visakhapatnam Telecom District

Visakhapatnam
7. The General Manager, Telecom District. Ongole, Prakasam Osit
a. One CC to Sri Vidyasagar, Advocate(OPUC)
9. a.l.R.Copies
10.The Under Secretary, Union of Inida, Ministry of law, Justice and

Company Affairs, New Delhi
11.The Secretary, A.P Advcoates' Association Library, High Court

BUildings, Hyderabad
12.Two CO Copies
13.0ne CC to Sri B.Devanand, Advocate(OPUC)
Ks ev~ "



Allowing the Writ Appeals without costs.
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